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Catering & Purpose
Made Equipment
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Introduction
With 40 years experience, M&G Olympic Products has maintained its position as a leading specialist in the design,
manufacture and installation of custom built architectural metalwork including:
• Staircases, Balustrades & Handrails
• Catering & Purpose-made Fabrications
• Sanitary & Hospital Equipment
• Swimming Pool Equipment
All products are manufactured at our two-factory site in the centre of Sheffield which is constantly enhanced with
investment in the latest state-of-the-art design and production equipment. We address quality at all stages with frequent
monitoring to guarantee that we provide our customers with high quality products that will not be found wanting.
Our design team are happy to work with customers during the early stages of a project to undertake site surveys and
produce design solutions to any kitchen requirement. Over the years, M & G Olympic Products has built up an excellent
working relationship with other manufacturers of architectural products to provide customers with complete turnkey
solutions.
This brochure explains our core competences in the manufacture of catering equipment; it shows examples of our work
and how we always work to exceed our customers' expectations.
For further details on these or any other products in our portfolio, please contact our sales office on 0114 275 6009, or
log onto our website: www.mgolympic.co.uk.

Design solutions to any specification.
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State-of-the-art production technology.

One of our projects.
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Custom Built Fabrications

M & G Olympic Products produce stainless steel fabrications for both commercial and domestic markets. We produce both
bespoke fabrications to individual client requirements and a standard range of catering benches, shelving, racking, dishwash
tabling and sinks.

Inset bowls.

Stainless steel island kitchen suite complete with sliding
door cupboard units with under work top.

Curved stainless steel worktop with
recess for a chopping board and hob
by others.

caption caption

School fast food counter in stainless steel, complete with cladding, preparation tables and
stainless steel tubular signage support framework.
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Cupboard Units

Base units and wall cupboards can be manufactured to
client specification or to one of our standard sizes
(details on request). Units can be supplied with a choice
of either sliding or hinged doors and a tough polyester
powder coating can be applied to the doors to give a
variety of colours to a kitchen.
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Back Bar Equipment
A range of standard back-bar sinks, drain tops and
racking is available to complement most glasswashing
machines. M & G Olympics glasswash sinks can be
manufactured to fit under bar top counters or can be free
standing. Manufactured from 16 gauge 304 grade
stainless steel they can be supplied with either single or
double bowls and can incorporate racks for baskets.
Bartender units can be designed and manufactured to
client requirements.
Drain Top complete with basket
rack.

‘A’ type glasswash unit 1100 long x 555 wide x 750
high to go under a bar.
‘A1’ type glasswash sink complete
with 1 pair of runners to take
basket.

‘B1’ type glasswash unit 1250 long x 650 wide x 1000
high supplied with basket rack or clear under drainer
for machine.

3 tier mobile rack (castors
optional).
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Hot Cupboards
The Olympic Hot Cupboard is designed to complement
a wide range of Catering Equipment, Shelving and
Racking already produced at our factory in Sheffield.
Manufactured from stainless steel, the Olympic Hot
Cupboard conforms to current temperature regulations.
Supplied with plain or bain marie tops, the Olympic Hot
Cupboard is suitable for most applications.
Optional extras include digital temperature readouts,
heated overhead gantry, tray slide, pass through doors
and castors.
Introduce colour into your food preparation area with a
wide range of coloured doors.
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Dishwash Tabling
Cleans and dirties dishwash tabling are manufactured
to customer requirements and specifications, suitable
for use with all popular commercial dishwash
machines.
Dirties tables can be supplied with pre-rinse sinks with
either taps or spray units, scrapping rings can be
incorporated as can basket racks, undershelves and
waste disposal units.
Manufactured from 16 gauge 304 grade stainless steel,
dishwasher tabling can incorporate 90˚, 180˚ roller
tabling. A jointing system is also available for mobile
extensions.
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Preparation Tables
The M & G Olympic range of preparation tables
consists of both centre and wall units manufactured
from 304 grade stainless steel with 16 gauge top and 18
gauge undershelves. Stainless steel tubular legs fitted
with cast adjustable feet.
Standard size

widths

600, 650mm

lengths

600, 900, 1200, 1500,
1800, 2100, 2400mm

Preparation tables can also be manufactured and
tailored to client requirements. Drawers supplied as
optional extra.

Salamander preparation unit complete with over shelf,
bain marie container shelf, tray rack and undershelf.

Mobile work station to client specification.

Preparation table manufactured as centre, wall or
corner units, size to suit requirement.
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Racking
Manufactured from 18 gauge 304 grade stainless
steel M & G Olympic racking has fully adjustable
shelves.
This system can be bolted together to give an ‘L’ or ‘T’
configuration to suit requirements.
Available in standard stock lengths or manufactured
to client specifications, also available as a fully
welded unit.

Wall Cupboard

The Olympic wall cupboard is manufactured throughout
from 1mm thick stainless steel in a polished finish. The
doors and sides are double skin panels for strength and
hygiene. For ease of wall mounting the cupboard
utilises the same method of fixing as the Olympic
Shelving System which in turn, allows easy removal for
cleaning and decorating purposes. The cupboards are
supplied flat packed and can be assembled directly on
to the wall.
The internal shelf can be adjusted in height to suit the
contents and the stainless steel self-closing hinges
opening through 90˚ provide easy opening and closing
of the doors.
The cupboard has been designed to give easy cleaning
surfaces with no dirt traps, thus making them ideal for
food storage areas in shops, hotels, medical
establishments and many other areas where hygiene is
one of the utmost importance.

The Cupboards are available in the following ranges.
Length

Without doors

300mm
600mm
900mm
1200mm

OLND300
OLND600
OLND900
OLND1200

With doors
No locks
OLD300SD
OLD600SD
OLD900DD
OLD1200DD

With lockable
doors
OLD300SDL
OLD600SDL
OLD900DDL
OLD1200DDL

Abbreviations: SD = Single doors DD = Double Doors
Important
Although wall plugs and screws are provided, it is the responsibility of the installer to check
the soundness and type of wall surface and to use alternative types and lengths of screws
where appropriate. Olympic cannot guarantee universal suitability of the fixings provided.
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Shelving Systems
It’s as easy as....

1

2

3

The Olympic shelving system is a unique, versatile and
simple flat pack system easy to install and dismantle for
cleaning purposes. Attractively finished in 18 gauge
304 grade stainless steel for excellent strength, stability
and hygiene and a long corrosive resistant life ideal for
food preparation where space is at a premium. There are
4 wall fixing brackets per system enabling the shelves
to be fixed to uneven wall surface without difficulty.
A range of wall uprights in various lengths from 600 to
1500mm are available from stock.
Both straight and sloping condiment shelves are
available in lengths of 1m, 1.5m and 2m in depth of
300mm and 400mm.
Also available are microwave shelves to take both large
and small models.
Important - it is the responsibility of the installer to
check the soundness and type of wall surface and to use
alternative fixings where appropriate. Olympic cannot
guarantee universal suitability of the fixings provided.
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Air Extraction Systems
M & G Olympic Products air extraction systems are
designed to fulfil customer requirement and are
individually manufactured in stainless steel or
aluminium.
All units can be supplied with fans, controllers, filter
housings, traps and all necessary ducting and outlet
grills. Provision can also be made during manufacture
for return air to the kitchen through either the face of the
canopy or via a separate system.
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109 - 111 Randall Street
Sheffield S2 4SJ
Tel: 0114 275 6009/275 0363
Fax: 0114 273 9350
Website: www.mgolympic.co.uk
E-mail: sales@mgolympic.co.uk
design@mgolympic.co.uk

